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Abstract. In this paper, a reliable information hiding scheme based on support vector machine and
error correcting codes is proposed. To extract the hidden information bits from a possibly tam-
pered watermarked image with a lower error probability, information hiding is modeled as a digital
communication problem, and both the good generalization ability of support vector machine and
the error correction code BCH are applied. Due to the good learning ability of support vector ma-
chine, it can learn the relationship between the hidden information and corresponding watermarked
image; when the watermarked image is attacked by some intentional or unintentional attacks, the
trained support vector machine can recover the right hidden information bits. The reliability of
the proposed scheme has been tested under different attacks. The experimental results show that
the embedded information bits are perceptually transparent and can successfully resist common
image processing, jitter attack, and geometrical distortions. When the host image is heavily dis-
torted, the hidden information can also be extracted recognizably, while most of existing methods
are defeated. We expect this approach provide an alternative way for reliable information hiding by
applying machine learning technologies.
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1. Introduction

Digital properties are readily reproduced and redistributed over the Internet and other me-
dias. However these attractive properties lead to problems enforcing copyright protection
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issues. As a result, the contributor and distributor of the digital properties are hesitant to
provide the access to their intellectual properties. It is realized that conventional crypto-
graphic means are not sufficient since the data is without any protection as soon as it is
used, e.g., decrypted and displayed in the case of image or video data. A potential ap-
proach to solve this problem is information hiding or digital watermarking (Swansonet
al., 1998). Information hiding is the imperceptible embedding of information bits (signa-
ture) into multimedia data, where the information remains detectable as long the quality
of the content itself is not rendered useless. As a branch of information hiding, it is com-
monly assumed that digital watermarking is only one of several measures that have to
be combined to build a good copy protection mechanism (Furon and Duhamel, 2000).
A significant merit of digital watermarking over traditional protection methods is to pro-
vide a seamless interface, so that users are still able to utilize the protected multimedia
transparently.

An information hiding scheme should at least meet the following requirements:
(1) perceptual invisible (or transparent); (2) difficult to remove without seriously affecting
the image quality; (3) robust resistance to image processing, and attacks.

Developing an algorithm capable of producing signature that fulfills all these require-
ments is not an easy task. On one hand, the information hiding process should not intro-
duce any perceptible artifacts into the host image. On the other hand, for high robustness
it is desirable that the mark amplitude is as high as possible. Therefore, the designation of
information hiding method always involves a tradeoff between imperceptibility (or trans-
parency) and robustness. A variety of watermarking or information hiding schemes have
been reported recently in the literature, and some nice reviews can be found in (Fabien
et al., 1999). However, the research on copyright protection of images is still in its early
stage and none of the existing methods is totally effective against malicious attacks.

There are a variety of schemes for hiding information into the original image. Typical
schemes for the information hiding in images can be broadly classified into two cate-
gories: (i) spatial domain methods which embed the data by directly modifying the pixel
values of the original image (Nikolaidis and Pitas, 1998); (ii) transform domain meth-
ods which embed the data by modulating the coefficients of properly chosen transform
domain such as DCT (Coxet al., 1997; Barniet al., 2000), DFT (Barniet al., 2000),
and DWT (Xiaet al., 1998). Many of the spatial domain techniques provide simple and
effective schemes for embedding an invisible watermark into an image but are not ro-
bust to common attacks. Information hiding techniques can be alternatively split into two
distinct categories depending on whether the original image is necessary for the water-
mark extraction or not. Although the existence of the original image facilitates watermark
extraction (Coxet al., 1997; Swansonet al., 1996; Podilchuk and Zeng, 1998) to great
extent, such a requirement raises two problems: (i) owner of the original image is com-
pelled insecurely to share his works with anyone who wants to check the existence of the
signature (Barniet al., 1998), (ii) on the other hand, the searching within the database for
the original image that corresponds to a given watermarked image would be very time
consuming. Thus, methods capable of revealing the information bits presence without
comparing the watermarked and original images would be preferable.
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In order to design robust information hiding scheme, Coxet al. considered watermark-
ing as a problem of communication with side information (Coxet al., 1999). Also, some
watermarking algorithm in literature applied error correcting coding(ECC) to improve the
bit error rate(BER) performance, such as Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghen (BCH) coding
(Huanget al., 1998; Huang and Yun, 2002), Reed-Solomon (R-S) code (Wu and Hsieh,
2000), and Turbo code (Pereira and Pun, 2000). Recently, efforts are made to use artifi-
cial intelligence technique for watermark embedding and extraction. Neural networks are
introduced into watermarking in (Yuet al., 2001), which makes the watermark extraction
more robust against common attacks. Genetic algorithm is proposed for selection of the
best embedding positions in block based DCT domain watermarking (Shiehet al., 2004).
We have firstly introduced support vector machine for watermark embedding and extrac-
tion in (Fuet al., 2004), in which the watermark is embedded into the host by applying
the good learning ability of support vector regression machine, and the watermark extrac-
tion is finished by the aids of the well trained support vector machine. We can expect that
the combination of information hiding and machine learning techniques might be a good
solution for reliable information hiding.

From the observations above, in this paper we propose a novel blind reliable informa-
tion hiding and recovering scheme which makes use of support vector machine and BCH
coding. This work can be considered as an extension of some existing research (Kutteret
al., 1998; Yuet al., 2001; Fuet al., 2004). In (Kutteret al., 1998), Kutter proposed a spa-
tial domain watermarking scheme for color image. Then Yu (Yuet al., 2001) improved
Kutter’s method by applying neural networks. Due to the support vector machine’s good
learning ability in training process, it can memorize the relationship between the embed-
ded information and corresponding watermarked image. Applying SVM’s good general-
ization abilities and error correcting ability of BCH coding, hidden information extraction
can be finished well. Experimental results show good robustness of the proposed scheme
against common image processing and attacks. This research is much different from our
early work. In this research, the support vector machine is only trained and applied in
the information extraction procedure, whereas, in (Fuet al., 2004), the support vector
regression machine is applied both in the watermark embedding and extraction process.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, basic conceptions for support vec-
tor machine are introduced. The embedding and extraction algorithms of our method are
described in Section 3. In Section 4, some experimental results are exhibited. The con-
clusion is stated in Section 5.

2. An Overview of Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a universal classification algorithm developed by Vap-
nik and his colleagues (Vapnik, 1995; Vapnik, 1998). In recent years, there have been a
lot of interests in studying the applications of SVM on function approximation, pattern
recognition problems and so on (Campbell, 2002; Christopher, 1998).

Given a training data set ofm samples{�xi, yi}, i = 1, . . . , m, yi ∈ R, �xi ∈ Rn,
where�xi is theith input pattern andyi is theith output pattern.
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Fig. 1. Linear separating hyperplane.

The support vector machine method supposes we have some hyper-planes that sepa-
rate the positive samples from negative ones. The point�x which lies on the hyper-plane
satisfies�w · �x + b = 0, where�w is normal to the hyper-plane,|b|/||�w|| is the perpendicu-
lar distance from the hyper-plane to the origin, and||�w|| is the Euclidean norm of�w. For
the linearly separable case, the support vector algorithm simply looks for the separating
hyper-plane with the largest margin. This can be formulated as following: suppose that
all the training data satisfy the following constraints

�xi · �w + b � 1 for yi = 1,

�xi · �w + b � −1 for yi = −1. (1)

This can be combined into one set of inequalities:

yi(�xi · �w + b) � 1 ∀i. (2)

Now consider the points for which the equality in (1) holds. These points lie on the
hyper-planeH1: �xi · �w + b = 1 with normal�w and perpendicular distance from the
origin|1 − b|/||�w||. Similarly, the points for which the equality holds in (1) lie on the
hyper-planeH2: �xi · �w + b = −1, with normal�w, and perpendicular distance from the
origin| − 1 − b|/||�w||. Hence the margin is simply2/||�w||. Thus we can find the pair
of hyper-planes that gives the maximum margin by minimizing||�w||2, subject to con-
straints (2).

This can be written into a compact form:

Minimize LP =
1
2
||�w||2 s.t. yi(�xi · �w + b) � 1 ∀i = 1, . . . , m. (3)

Since such a problem is difficult to solve, we switch to a Lagrangian formulation of
the problem:

L =
1
2
||�w||2 −

m∑
i=1

αiyi(�xi · �w + b) +
m∑

i=1

αi.
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Now, we must minimizeL with respect to�w, b, and simultaneously require that the
derivatives ofL respect to all theαi vanishing, all subject to the constraintsαi � 0. From
the dual theory, we can translate the primal problem to the dual form:

MaximizeLD=
l∑

i=1

αi−
1
2

∑
i,j

αiαjyiyj�xi · �xj s.t. αi �0, i=1, 2, . . . , m, (4)

and the following results are satisfied:

�w =
∑

i

αiyi�xi and
∑

i

αiyi = 0. (5)

Once we got the solution of (4), they are substituted into (5) and the classifier is
finished which can be written as

f(x) = sign

[ m∑
i=1

αiyi�x · �xi + b

]
.

For linearly non-separable case, we can find a mapping functionϕ: Rn → Rm, which
map the current space into a higher dimensional one, the data point is separable in the
mapped space, and the dot product in the mapped space is avoided by kernel functions
K(�x, �y). ForK(· , · ), one typically has the following choices:K(�x, �xk) = �xk · �x (linear
SVM); K(�x, �xk) = (�xk ·�x+1)d (polynomial SVM of degreed); K(�x, �xk) = exp(−||�x−
�xk||22/σ2) (RBF SVM);K(�x, �xk) = tanh(k�xk · �x + θ) (two layer neural SVM).

One assumes that the data set in the mapped space is separable, i.e,

yi

[
�w · ϕ(�xi) + b

]
� 1, i = 1, . . . , m. (6)

Just the same process as linearly separable case, after substituting the kernel function
into the formula, one can get the classifier for the linearly non-separable case:

f(x) = sign

[ m∑
i=1

αiyiϕ(�x) · ϕ(�xi) + b

]
= sign

[ m∑
i=1

αiyiK(�x, �xi) + b

]
. (7)

Established on the theory of the structural risk minimization principle to estimate a
function by minimizing an upper bound of the generalization error, SVMs are shown
to be very resistant to the over-fitting problem, eventually achieving high generalization
performance in solving various classification problems (Vapnik, 1995; Campbell, 2002;
Christopher, 1998). Another key advantage of SVM is that the training of SVM is equiva-
lent to solving a linearly constrained quadratic programming problem, so that the solution
of SVM is always unique and globally optimal, unlike other networks’ training which re-
quires non-linear optimization with the danger of getting stuck into local minima.
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3. Information Hiding and Extraction

A watermarking scheme for color image in spatial domain is proposed by Kutter(Kutter
et al., 1998), his idea is further developed using neural networks by Yuet al. (2001).
Here we introduce support vector machine for hidden information bits detection which is
based on Kutter’s work, the experimental results show convincing reliability. The infor-
mation hiding procedure can be modeled as a digital communication problem (Huanget
al., 2002). As mentioned by Huang, some information bits are embedded into a host im-
age and the host image may go through some manipulations (the signals are transmitted
through a noisy channel). Therefore, the detected signals at the receiver end may have
some bit errors. To ensure the integrity of the hidden data, we encode the information
by using error correcting codes, and applying the good generalization ability of support
vector machine. In the experiments of this research, we use the BCH codes because there
is an ample selection of block length and code rates. The diagram of the whole system
architecture is shown in Fig. 2, where the information hiding procedure is shown in the
left part, and the extraction block diagram is depicted in the right.

A. Information hiding scheme
The information bits for our hiding scheme consist of two parts. One is the reference

data and the other is the digital signature (logo). They are denoted asRF = r1r2 . . . rK

andS = s1s2 . . . sL respectively, whereRF is generated according to a secret keyk1.
We apply the BCH code(n, k) to encode the signatureS, wheren andk represent the
length of BCH codeword and the number of bits in each block, respectively, obtaining a
bit stream:

S′ = {s′

i, i = 1, 2, . . . , T}, whereT is the total number of bits after BCH encoding,
i.e.,T = Ln/k.

Then they are concatenated into a single information sequenceW = RF + S′ =
w1w2 . . . wK+T for hiding. We further supposeW are binary antipodal sequence, if not,
they can be easily mapped into such a sequence byf(x) = 2x−1 from a binary one. The
reference data is embedded only for the training of the support vector machine to extract
the hidden bits.

Let I be a color image with sizeM ×N , defined byI = [R, G, B], whereR, G, B are
the three image components corresponding to red, green, and blue channel respectively.

Fig. 2. Information embedding and extracting system architecture.
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Supposep = (i, j), i = 1, 2, . . . ,M andj = 1, 2, . . . , N be the pixel position for further
image accessing. In this paper the trained support vector machine is employed to extract
the hidden signatureS from the tampered image during the extraction stage.

Let {pt = (it, jt)}|t=1,2,...,K+T be the randomly selected position sequence accord-
ing to another secret keyk2 provided by the image copyright owner. There are many
pseudo random number generators can be applied. Here we adopt the conventional ran-
dom generator according to uniform distribution. For each selected embedding position,
we firstly compute the average pixels intensity on the cross-shaped window with size 5
as following

Apt =
( 2∑

l=−2

B(it + l, jt) +
2∑

l=−2

B(it, jt + l)
)

/10.

To embed the data, the pixel intensities in blue channel are modified as following
formula:

Bpt ← Apt + αtwt, t = 1, 2, . . . ,K + T, (8)

whereαt is a scaling factor. To embed data bits in the host image as strongly as possible,
we varyα according to different characteristics of the host image. This is due to one of
the feature of human HVS (Shi and Sun, 1999). Firstly, since the human eyes are not
sensitive on the change in the blue channel, the modification of blue channel in RGB
image is less detectable by human eyes. Secondly, as to different luminance, human eyes
have different sensitivity, i.e., the modification in high luminance is less detectable than
that low luminance. Hence the scaling factorα what we selected here isαt = cLpt ,
wherec is an embedding constant controlling the compromise between robustness and
visual quality of the watermarked image, and

Lpt = 0.299Rpt + 0.587Gpt + 0.114Bpt

is the luminance component of the RGB image at positionpt.
After the hiding procedure, we can obtain the watermarked blue channel imageB′.

Then, the final watermarked image is reached by integrating the blue channel with the
other two color channels, denoted asI ′ = [R′, G′, B′].

B. Information bits extraction
The information bits extraction diagram is depicted in Fig. 2. Firstly, the reference

mark RF = r1r2 . . . rK for information bits extraction is generated according to the
secret keyk1. At the same time, the random selected positions for watermark extraction
are generated according to copyright owner’s keyk2. These indicate each vector valued
pixel hiding the signature message. Then we use extra information extracted from the
image and the reference mark to train a support vector machine. Next, the embedded data
bits are extracted using the good generalization ability of the trained SVM. Finally, the
extracted data is further decoded by BCH decoder(n, k), and the embedded information
bits S̃ are extracted.
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The hidden information bits extracting algorithm can be summarized as follows:
Step 1.Generate the reference dataRF = r1r2 . . . rK and the hiding position se-

quence{ρt = (it, jt)}t=1,...,K+T according to the secret keysk1 andk2, respectively.

Step 2. For each selected position and a slide cross-shaped window with size 5, the
difference between the blue component intensity of central pixel and average intensity
of the others within the cross-shaped window is computeddij = B′

ij − B̃′
ij , where

B̃′
p=(i,j) = (

∑2
r=−2 B′

i+r,j +
∑2

r=−2 B′
i,j+r − 2B′

ij)/8. When the watermarked im-
age is undergone some attacks, since the reference mark and signature data is uniformly
embedded into the host image, the relationship between the embedded data bits and wa-
termarked image can be memorized by the training process of support vector machine.
Using the good generalization ability of the well trained SVM, we can use this informa-
tion to extract the hidden data bits. Define training dataset:

Ds =
{
dit−2,jt , dit−1,jt , dit,jt , dit+1,jt , dit+2,jt ,

dit,jt−2, dit,jt−1, dit,jt+1, dit,jt+2, rt

}
t=1,...,K

=
{

�Dt, rr

}
t=1,...,K

, (9)

wherert is the reference label value corresponding to thetth pattern for the training of
the SVM and�Dt is thetth data element in vector form. Applying the dataset and the data
labels, we can train the support vector machine, and suppose the trained SVM be

f(�x) = sign

[ K∑
t=1

λtrtKer(�x, �Dt) + b

]
,

whereKer is the selected kernel function,λt are the trained coefficients, andb is the
bias.

Step 3. The information extraction dataset (excluding the training dataset) can be ex-
tracted from the tampered image in a similar way:

Es =
{
dit−2,jt , dit−1,jt , dit,jt , dit+1,jt , dit+2,jt , dit,jt−2, dit,jt−1,

dit,jt+1, dit,jt+2

}
t=K+1,...,K+L

= { �Dt}t=K+1,...,K+T . (10)

Using the well trained support vector machine and the information extraction dataset
Es, the hidden data bits can be extracted by the output of support vector machine on
datasetE, i.e., the extracted data can be denoted as

wi = f( �DK+i), i = 1, 2, . . . , T. (11)

Then the final extracted signature is obtained by BCH decoding. To achieve better per-
formance, we adopt the decoding with soft decision, because it is known that about 2-dB
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improvement in performance can be achieved by using soft decision over hard decision
(Huanget al., 2002). Once all the embedded data bits are extracted, the embedded signa-
tureS̃ = {s̃1s̃2 . . . s̃L} is reached after BCH soft decision decoding, and then utilized to
identify the copyright of owner’s intellectual property by comparing S withS̃.

4. Experimental Results

Considering the host image capacity, in experiments, we have tried BCH codes (15,5),
(15,7), (31,11) and (63,30). As a compromise between the embedded data load and good
error correction ability, the BCH code (15, 5) is selected in the final experiments. We
have tested the proposed algorithm on RGB images with various content complexities
including “Lena”, “pepper”, and

“Baboon”. The experimental results with the “Lena” image of512× 512× 3× 8 bits
are shown in Fig. 4 and Table 1 respectively. What the signature we adopt is a binary logo
image of size32 × 25 shown in Fig. 3(b). The logo image is reshaped into line ordered
sequence S by row major fashion, then encoded by BCH code, and further modulated
into binary antipodal sequence S’.

Some necessary parameters used in our watermarking scheme are determined by ex-
periments. Firstly, there are several common used SVM kernels, including Linear, RBF
and Polynomial, and we should select the most suitable one based on many trials on the
watermarked image and the attacked ones. From experiments on these three kernels, the
Linear and Polynomial can be easily defeated by RBF. As to the kernel parameterσ, all
the parameters from 0.1 to 40 with step size 0.2 are tested. We find that whenσ ∈ (5, 10),
the classified results are all acceptable. Hence we use RBF kernels SVM with width 8 to
recover embedded data. The watermark strength is decided by the detection results un-
der attack and the visual quality of watermarked image. Here the embedding strength
parameterc = 0.5 is used. Finally, the reference watermark length is decided by SVM
performance. Since SVM is based on statistical learning, it has good generalization abil-
ity. It is not necessary to have a huge dataset to train the SVM. Hence we use 50 randomly
generated bits as reference data here.

Fig. 3. (a) Original Lena image (512*512); (b) Watermark Logo (32*25 bits).
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Fig. 4. Experimental results. (a) Watermarked image 512*512; (e) Mosaic; (i) Distorted image; (m) Luminance
and contrast enhanced image.(b)(f)(j)(n) Extracted logo using our method from (a)(e)(i)(m), with bit errors 0,
6, 164, 0, respectively.(c)(g)(k)(o) Extracted logo using Kutter’s method from (a)(e)(i)(m), with bit errors 22,
77, 387, 598, respectively.(d)(h)(l)(p) Extracted logo using Yu’s method from (a)(e)(i)(m), with bit errors 0, 47,
144, 40, respectively.

Table 1

Experimental comparison result on different attacks

Bit Error Rate (BER)
Attacks PSNR(dB)

Our method Kutter’s method Yu’s method

Attack free 38.69 0 0.0275 0

Blurring 37.10 0 0.0275 0

Mosaic(3*3) 26.57 0.008 0.0963 0.0588

Jpeg compression (90) 36.75 0.0036 0.10 0.0462

Jpeg compression (50) 32.55 0.0932 0.2755 0.25

Jpeg compression (20) 31.06 0.3182 0.65 0.42

Filtering (3*3) 25.85 0.0102 0.0775 0.0125

Distortion (15◦) 20.57 0.1962 0.4351 0.1625

Distortion (50◦) 17.48 0.2925 0.5187 0.2702

Scaling (30%) 27.26 0.0615 0.2375 0.2087

Scaling (300%) 37.34 0 0.0275 0

Jitter (1 row+1 column) 28.35 0.1752 0.4738 0.2211

Rotation (15◦) 8.75 0.0675 0.3175 0.1412

75%Luminance+75%Contrast Enhancement 6.92 0 0.6225 0.05

Cropping (25%) 11.19 0.0675 0.2463 0.2212
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The original Lena image and watermarked version is shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 4(a)
respectively. The peak signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR) of the marked image by our method
and Yu’s method with respect to the original image is about 38.69dB and the watermarked
image based on Kutter’s method is about 2dB higher. Several types of image processing
and attacks are simulated to evaluate the performance of our scheme reliability, including
blurring, filtering, mosaic, Jpeg compression, scaling, contrast and luminance enhance-
ment, distortion and cropping. Table 1 shows the comparison details of quantity measures
for our method, Kutter’s method and Yu’s one. Due to the limitation of paper space, we
exhibit here only three cases of attacks including Mosaic, luminance and contrast en-
hancement, and distortion attacks for the visual perception.

The watermarked image is shown in Fig. 4(a). When there is no attack, the extracted
logo image by our method, Kutter’s method and Yu’s are shown in Fig. 4(b), (c) and (d),
respectively. The embedded information bits can be exactly extracted with no bit errors by
our method and Yu’s method, but there are 22 bit errors on the extracted information bits
using Kutter’s method. In the case of Mosaic attack, Fig. 4(e) shows the mosaic version of
the watermarked image with parameter3×3, where the PSNR of attacked image is 26.57.
Three recovered signature logo from the Mosaic processed image by the three methods
are shown in Fig. 4(f)–(h) respectively. The extracted logo images are all distinguishable,
and there are only 6 bit errors by our method, whereas there are 77 and 47 bit errors for
Kutter’s method and Yu’s method respectively. In the case of distortion attacks, Fig. 4(i)
shows the distorted watermarked image with an angle 30◦ to the left, the extracted logo
image by the three method are depicted in Fig. 4(j), (k) and (l), respectively. From which
we can find the logo extracted by our method and Yu’s method is still distinguishable,
while those extracted from Kutter’s is noise like. The processed version after luminance
and contrast enhancement is shown in Fig. 4(m). The watermarked image is attacked by
a combination of 75% luminance enhancement and 75% contrast enhancement. Three
extracted logo image is shown in Fig. 4(n), (o), (p), respectively. The hidden information
bits can be successfully extracted from the attacked image without any errors by our
method, while there are about 40 bit errors in extracted logo by Yu’s method, and there
are about 498 bit errors in extracted logo by Kutter’s method, i.e., Kutter’s method is
completely loss.

Some other quantity comparison results are shown in Table 1. Most of the watermark-
ing scheme is defeated by jitter attack because synchronization is the basis of existing
watermarking schemes. The bit error rate (BER) of logo extracted by Kutter’s method on
jitter attacked image with one row and a column shift at position 200 is about 0.4783,
which is a noise like logo. Whereas the BER of the logo extracted by our method is only
0.1752, and the logo is still distinguishable. Corresponding to the Jpeg compression at-
tack at different quality factor (QF), Table 1 shows the comparison of the bit error rate
(BER), the BER value of our scheme is a little lower than Kutter’s method and Yu’s
method. In the case of rotation, under the condition of rotation left 15◦, our method can
recover the information bit with BER 0.0675, whereas the value for Kutter’s method is
0.3175. When the watermarked image is cropped about 25% at top-left corner, the hid-
den information can be correctly detected by our method with BER 0.0625, while the
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extracted information BER recovered by Kutter’s method is about 0.24 and the value for
Yu’s method is 0.2212. From the experimental results in Table 1 and Fig. 4, it shows su-
perior reliability of our proposed scheme against Kutter’s method and Yu’s method. The
main advantages of our proposed scheme come from the good generalization ability of
support vector machine. Due to the good learning ability in training process of support
vector machine, it can memorize the relationship between the embedded information and
corresponding watermarked image. When the watermarked image is tampered, the sup-
port vector machine can learn the knowledge and exactly extract the hidden information
bits. Furthermore, the BCH coding is helpful for the reliability of the information hiding
scheme. While this approach is presented in spatial domain, it can be easily applied to
information hiding method in transform domain and video sequences.

5. Conclusions

A novel reliable blind information hiding scheme based on support vector machine and
BCH coding is proposed in this paper. The support vector machine can be easily fused
with traditional information hiding system to improve the scheme’s robustness. By intro-
ducing an aiding dataset as reference, the support vector machine can be easily trained
and the watermark extraction is finished by the trained support vector machine. Due to the
good learning ability of support vector machine, it can learn the relationship between the
embedded information and corresponding watermarked image, when the watermarked
image is attacked by some intentional or unintentional attacks, the trained support vec-
tor machine can successfully recover the right hidden information bits. The experimental
result compared with Kutter’s and Yu’s methods shows outperforming reliability against
many different types of attacks. Since the support vector machine training dataset is very
small, and it should be trained only once in the whole detection process, this scheme can
be easily transplanted to other schemes.
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Patikimas informacijos slėpimas taikant atramini ↪u vektori ↪u metod ↪a

Yong-Gang FU, Rui-Min SHEN, Li-Ping SHEN, Xu-Sheng LEI

Darbe sīuloma patikimo informacijos slėpimo schema, kurios pagrind↪a sudaro atramini↪u vek-
tori ↪u metodas ir klaidas taisantys kodai. Informacijos slėpimas modeliuojamas kaip suspausto van-
denženklio vaizdas. Paslėptosios informacijos ištraukimas nagrinėjamas kaip skaitmeninio sig-
nalo perdavimo ryšio kanalu uždavinys. Siūlomos schemos patikimumas tikrinamas↪ivairiomis
atakomis. Aprašyt↪u straipsnyje eksperiment↪u rezultatai rodo ger↪a pasīulyto metodo patikimum↪a.


